
Rank Strand
Stage Lighting
Strand Electric, now part of The Rank Organisation,
have been manufacturing stage lighting equipment
for over 55 years and have always made virtually
everything for this purpose. Full use is made of
modern precision tooling, die-castings, pressings
and injection mouldings to ensure well-styled,
consistent, better-quality products at competitive
prices.
Stage lighting units mainly hang overhead, both
over the auditorium and the acting area, and take
three main forms: (a) Floodlights; (b) Soft-edge
Fresnel Spots; (c) Hard-edge Profile Spots.
Floodlights, which give a fixed, wide-angle beam,
are today used mainly for lighting a cyclorama back
ground, or backcloths. On small stages individual
floodlights, grouped severar to a circuit, are often
used over the acting area to consolidate the beams
from the relatively few spotlights. Sometimes for
close-range backcloth or cyclorama flooding and
where general flooding is required from overhead on
the larger stages, compartment batten, which is in
effect a number of small floods joined together, is
used. This is wired to alternate in 2, 3 or 4 circuits.
Similar compartment equipment is used as ground
row at the bottom of a cyclorama or as footlight
at the front edge of the stage when some correction
to overhead lighting is necessary.

The most important lighting on the stage requires to
be localised to emphasise certain areas, avoid spill
on cyclorama or backings and provide dominant
(motivating) lighting as sunlight, moonlight, etc.

The Fresnel Spot is the best general purpose unit,
since it gives a wide adjustable beam ranging from
15’ to 55’. These hang on bars behind the pros
cenium and elsewhere. They are also used vertically
on ‘boomerangs’ or hang as ‘ladders’ in the wings
to provide highlighting from the side.

The beam is soft-edged and indefinite; where the
scatter of light is objectionable, as for example when
the spotlight is close to a night sky cyclorama, then
a barn-door shutter may be fitted to intercept the

stray light. There are four independent doors and
the whole barn-door unit is made to rotate. Some
beam shaping can be carried out in this way, but
a better unit for the purpose is the Profile Spot.

The Profile Spot incorporates a gate aperture
which is focused by a lens. A large solid angle of
light is collected by a reflector and this is passed
through the adjustable gate with four separate
shutters to vary the shape which is then projected
by the lens. Rank Strand Profile Spots can be sup
plied with lenses of differing focal lengths to ensure
that as far as possible a lantern operates with its
gate at a wide aperture. This provision ensures that
as little light as possible is wasted by being
obstructed at the gate.
The gate of a Profile Spot can carry an iris or a gobo
slide of any shape, but for most stage purposes
the four built-in independently adjustable shutters
will be found most convenient. These are particu
larly suitable for front-of-house work because
straight-sided shutters allow the light to be cut off
accurately at the proscenium, or where there is
not one, then at the boundary between stage and
audience. For picking out an artist a Follow Spot
with an iris giving a circular beam has become
traditional. For this purpose the narrow angle lens
systems give the best results. Special lamps may
also be used.

Entire electrical and lighting installation
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